We present an approach that uses stronger analysis techniques to demonstrate an opportunity to eliminate unused features. In the past, program specialization has been proposed as a mechanism for enabling automatic software debloating. In this work, we show how existing program specialization techniques lack the analyses required for providing code simplification for real-world programs. We present an approach that uses stronger analysis techniques to take advantage of constant configuration data, thereby enabling more effective debloating. We developed TRIMMER, an application specialization tool that leverages user-provided configuration data to specialize an application to its deployment context. The specialization process attempts to eliminate the application functionality that is unused in the user-defined context. Our evaluation demonstrates TRIMMER can effectively reduce code bloat. For 13 applications spanning various domains, we observe a mean binary size reduction of 21% and a maximum reduction of 75%. We also show specialization reduces the surface for code-reuse attacks by reducing the number of exploitable gadgets. For the evaluated programs, we observe a 20% mean reduction in the total gadget count and a maximum reduction of 87%.

1 INTRODUCTION

As hardware architectures and user requirements continue to evolve, software platforms and applications are becoming increasingly complex [33]. With such software growth, it is not surprising to see applications becoming subject to feature creep. As a variant of the 80/20 rule, it has been argued that 80% of the users only utilize 20% of the functionality with each user requiring a distinct set of features [24]. With most users demanding only a subset of the complete functionality, feature extensions often come at the cost of software bloat. Such code bloat may negatively impact performance, while also potentially broadening the attack surface of the application [7, 40, 52]. Moreover, software bloat is a first-class concern in embedded systems hosted on resource-constrained devices with limited memory and secondary storage capabilities [36].

Protocol stacks for embedded systems often need to be highly customized in view of their target applications. This requires developers to manually identify and eliminate unused code from the stack [35]. Such manual stripping of unnecessary features can be a time-consuming and error-prone process. Alternatively, program specialization techniques have been acknowledged as a useful mechanism for automatic customization of software [41].

Conceptually, a specialization takes a target application and a specialization context as input, and produces a version of the application specialized for the provided context. The specialization context is composed of known data values and configuration parameters available at compile time. Prior work has leveraged partial evaluation as a technique for program specialization [6, 16]. Partial evaluation is an optimization technique that precomputes program expressions in terms of the known static input, thereby generating a specialized binary [28].

In this work, we show how existing partial evaluation mechanisms are insufficient for providing useful program specialization for real-world programs. Specifically, the current approaches for automated specialization are not equipped with the analyses that cater to the diverse programming patterns employed for reading...
and parsing user configuration. Moreover, the absence of propagating configuration invariants, coupled with the conservative nature of existing optimizations in production compilers [17], limits opportunities for constant folding and dead code elimination.

Accordingly, we have developed Trimmer, a tool that enables configuration-based software slimming. Trimmer specializes a target program with respect to a user-defined configuration. The provided configuration specifies the usage context of the application in the deployment of interest, and is leveraged to prune unused functionality from the application. Our tool uses stronger techniques to incorporate configuration information, and includes compiler transformations tailored to take advantage of the known program constants, thereby enabling effective debloating. Instead of relying on heroic compiler analysis, we develop the necessary transforms that enable effective propagation of configuration invariants. In particular, we build an interprocedural constant propagation transformation that is more precise, and hence facilitates the pruning of program paths that are unreachable in the context of the user configuration. The unreachable paths are pruned as a result of statically evaluating branch conditions by leveraging the provably constant data. Moreover, this potentially allows for pruning functions that are invoked within the eliminated program path.

Additionally, we show existing transformations such as loop unrolling can be applied more usefully in light of the known static program constants, thereby enabling effective debloating. Instead of relying on heroic compiler analysis, we develop the necessary transforms that enable effective propagation of configuration invariants. In particular, we build an interprocedural constant propagation transformation that is more precise, and hence facilitates the pruning of program paths that are unreachable in the context of the user configuration. The unreachable paths are pruned as a result of statically evaluating branch conditions by leveraging the provably constant data. Moreover, this potentially allows for pruning functions that are invoked within the eliminated program path.

We develop a loop unrolling transformation to more aggressively unroll loops. In particular, we leverage the improved constant folding capabilities to better guide the cost models that drive the loop unrolling transform. For the majority of programs, full loop unrolling for certain loops (particularly input parsing loops) is a prerequisite for any useful constant propagation.

We present the results of an evaluation of our tool. Our experiments demonstrate:

**Reduced code size**: For a set of 13 commonly used Linux applications, we observe a geometric mean binary size reduction of 21.1% and a maximum reduction of 75.4%.

**Reduced attack surface**: Code-reuse attacks use instruction sequences (called gadgets) from executable code sections as the attack payload. We show specialization introduces software diversity and reduces the number of exploitable gadgets. In our evaluation, we observe specialization reduces the gadgets by 20.1% (on average). Moreover, for all our benchmarks, applying specialization eliminates all surviving gadgets (at known byte locations).

## 2 MOTIVATION

We discuss our motivations for application specialization.

**Eliminating auxiliary program features**: Prior studies have shown a significant fraction of program features are rarely used [24]. We view this as an opportunity to eliminate the less commonly used features by specializing applications to their core functionality. In our experiments, we aim to select configurations that represent the core functionality of the target applications while leaving out the auxiliary features.

**Reduced attack surface**: Modern operating systems protect against code injection attacks by preventing pages from being simultaneously executable and writable [49]. Code reuse attacks circumvent these restrictions by using instruction sequences in the executable sections as the attack payload itself [10, 46]. These code snippets, called gadgets, end in a return or jump instruction, thus allowing an attacker to chain the execution of multiple gadgets [26]. As specialization eliminates unused program features, it reduces the attack surface of the program by reducing gadgets. In our results, we show a reduction in binary size correspondingly reduces the set of program gadgets an attacker can exploit. To conduct a code reuse attack, an attacker must have knowledge of the gadget locations in the executable [32]. We show specialization introduces software diversity, making it harder for attackers to gain insights about the gadget locations in the target binary.

## 3 TRIMMER

In this section, we describe the workflow for our configuration-based debloating tool Trimmer. For our implementation, we selected the LLVM framework [34] since it provides frontends for popular programming languages including C/C++, and supports a wealth of compiler analyses and optimization passes that make it suitable for developing new compiler transforms. Trimmer is intended to be used with software that is compiled to LLVM bitcode modules - bitstream container format for encoding LLVM Intermediate Representation (IR). Figure 1 shows the workflow for the proposed system.

The input to the tool is a manifest file that includes the user-defined static configuration, and the path to a whole-program LLVM bitcode file. The user-defined static configuration characterizes the usage context of the application for a given deployment. Trimmer specializes the target application modules with respect to this usage context. The whole-program bitcode file consists of application code that is compiled and linked into a single LLVM module.

Trimmer is composed of three major compiler transforms namely input specialization, loop unrolling, and constant propagation. The first phase of the tool workflow includes input specialization. Input specialization propagates the static configuration data into the program via the program entry point. This, in turn, facilitates simplifying program expressions dependent on these configuration constants. Input specialization is described in more detail in Section 3.1. Next in the pipeline is a loop unrolling pass that aggressively unrolls loops to aid later optimization passes. We observe that improved loop unrolling is necessary to facilitate effective interprocedural constant propagation. The transform is discussed in Section 3.2.

Once the configuration parameters are incorporated as program invariants, they can be aggressively propagated throughout
Applications parse user-provided configuration in a variety of different ways. Commonly, configuration is supplied as program arguments and configuration files. While our tool includes transformations for incorporating command-line arguments, supporting file-based configuration is not within the scope of the current work. In practice, we observe a majority of applications include a wealth of configurable command-line flags that can be exploited for specialization.

We describe our input specialization transform that leverages partial evaluation concepts [18, 28]. The goal of this transform is to incorporate user-defined constant inputs directly into the program, thereby enabling code simplification. The implementation of the constant propagation optimization is described in more detail in Section 3.3. As configuration data is incorporated and propagated, existing compiler optimizations can be invoked later in the pipeline to further attempt code simplification. Finally, the linker takes as input the specialized bitcode and the linker flags (also read from the manifest file), and generates a specialized binary executable.

### 3.1 Input Specialization

Applications parse user-provided configuration in a variety of different ways. Commonly, configuration is supplied as program arguments and configuration files. While our tool includes transformations for incorporating command-line arguments, supporting file-based configuration is not within the scope of the current work. In practice, we observe a majority of applications include a wealth of configurable command-line flags that can be exploited for specialization.

We describe our input specialization transform that leverages partial evaluation concepts [18, 28]. The goal of this transform is to incorporate user-defined constant inputs directly into the program, thereby enabling code simplification. The implementation of the constant propagation optimization is described in more detail in Section 3.3. As configuration data is incorporated and propagated, existing compiler optimizations can be invoked later in the pipeline to further attempt code simplification. Finally, the linker takes as input the specialized bitcode and the linker flags (also read from the manifest file), and generates a specialized binary executable.

### 3.2 Loop Unrolling

In this section, we introduce our loop unrolling transformation. In the context of program specialization, we observe that loop unrolling is a necessary optimization. Unrolling is particularly important for input parsing loops that extract the user-provided configuration and store these values as program variables. Since unrolling facilitates the folding of program expressions inside the loop body, it supports constant propagation of the static configuration.

While LLVM includes a loop unrolling pass in the optimizations suite, it is not entirely suited for our use case. Since the LLVM unrolling pass is driven by conservative heuristics to estimate the profitability of the loop unroll, it very often misses opportunities for simplifying expressions in the loop body. Accordingly, we develop a loop unrolling transform that leverages our improved constant folding transform to more precisely determine the profitability of unrolling a target loop. Specifically, the transform aggressively unrolls loops and thereafter applies a cost model on the unrolled loop. In the context of a specific loop, the cost model determines the usefulness of the transform by identifying loop-based operations that are simplified/folded as a result of the unrolling. Since the transform relies on constant folding to drive the cost model, our tool bundles the loop unrolling transform and the constant propagation transform as one unified compiler pass. Constant propagation is described in detail in Section 3.3.

Algorithm 2 illustrates the algorithm for the unrolling transformation. The tryToUnrollLoop procedure attempts to fully unroll the provided target loop. First, the call to getLoopTripCount extracts the trip count for the loop. If the loop trip count can be statically determined as a constant value, the loop is fully unrolled.

```
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for Input Specialization

1 Function inputSpecialization(manifestFile, programEntry)
2     inputArgs ← readArgs(manifestFile);
3     programArgs ← getProgramArgs(programEntry);
4     argIndex ← 0;
5     foreach argValue in inputArgs do
6         if argValue is constant then
7             replaceArgUses(argValue, programArgs[argIndex]);
8         end
9     end
10     argIndex ← argIndex + 1;
11 end

While the application may support multiple network interfaces, a usage scenario may only require monitoring a specific interface (e.g., Ethernet). Specializing the application for a particular interface allows for pruning unused functionality, thus reducing code size.

Algorithm 2: Algorithm for Loop Unrolling

1 tryToUnrollLoop(loop)
2     tripCount ← getLoopTripCount(loop);
3     if tripCount is constant then
4         fullyUnrollLoop(loop);
5     end
6 end
```
Applying constant propagation on the peeled loop iterations prevents further constant propagation, and hence, the loop cannot promote further constant propagation, and hence, the loop cannot promote further constant propagation. The purpose of invoking the constant propagation pass is to facilitate simplification of the unrolled loop expressions. Subsequently, evaluateCost leverages a cost model to compute the cost associated with unrolling the target loop. Since unrolling certain loops can potentially increase code size, it is necessary to evaluate the benefit of unrolling and skip unrolling if it does not assist constant folding of loop-oriented expressions. evaluateCost determines the fraction of instructions simplified as a result of applying constant propagation on the unrolled loop and accordingly computes a cost value. If no or few instructions are simplified/folded, the cost model returns a high cost value. If the cost model returns a high cost value, the loop is not fully unrolled, it cannot promote further constant propagation, and hence, the loop is rerolled.

Algorithm 2: Algorithm for Loop Unrolling

```c
void parse_input(int argc, char *argv[], struct Config *config){
    int option = getopt(argc, argv, "p"); // getopt() replaced
    switch (option){
        case 'p': config->enable_plugins = false; break;
        case 'd': config->enable_debug = false; break;
    }
}
```

Figure 2a: The example parsing routine extracts the command-line options in a loop.

```
void parse_input(int argc, char *argv[], struct Config *config){
    while ((int c = getopt(argc, argv, "p")) != -1){
        case 'p': config->enable_plugins = false; break;
        case 'd': config->enable_debug = false; break;
    }
}
```

Figure 2b: The parsing loop is fully unrolled.

Figure 2c: The unrolled getopt calls are folded to corresponding constant values.

```c
void parse_input(int argc, char *argv[], struct Config *config){
    config->enable_plugins = false;
    config->enable_debug = false;
}
```

Once the loop body is fully unrolled, it allows for precisely determining the usefulness of the unroll. After unrolling, the runConstProp procedure runs a constant propagation pass on the unrolled loop. The purpose of invoking the constant propagation pass is to facilitate simplification of the unrolled loop expressions. Subsequently, evaluateCost leverages a cost model to compute the cost associated with unrolling the target loop. Since unrolling certain loops can potentially increase code size, it is necessary to evaluate the benefit of unrolling and skip unrolling if it does not assist constant folding of loop-oriented expressions. evaluateCost determines the fraction of instructions simplified as a result of applying constant propagation on the unrolled loop and accordingly computes a cost value. If no or few instructions are simplified/folded, the cost model returns a high cost value. If the cost model returns a high cost value, it cannot promote further constant propagation, and hence, the loop is rerolled.

3.3 Constant Propagation

The goal of our tool is to effectively debloat unused application functionality with respect to a given user-defined usage context. In order to enable this, the user-provided constant configuration values must be aggressively propagated throughout the program callgraph, thereby aiding the compiler optimization passes in further simplifying program expressions and potentially pruning dead code. However, due to the conservative nature of constant propagation in production compilers such as LLVM [17], these simplifications are often not fully realizable. The conservative nature of these transforms is inspired by a need for maintaining reasonable compile-times in the general compilation workflow, thus avoiding potentially expensive analyses. Nonetheless, for our particular use case of debloating, a more sophisticated albeit relatively expensive constant propagation transform is justified. Our experimental results demonstrate the analyses overheads are very reasonable.
We develop an interprocedural constant propagation transformation that provides more precise propagation of configuration invariants. The transform works by maintaining memory state for each of the program objects and tracks the loads and updates from the target objects. Algorithm 3 gives the algorithm for the transform. The runOnBasicBlock procedure is invoked on each basic block of a function, in reverse postorder. Reverse postorder ensures a block is visited after all its predecessor blocks have been visited. The procedure is initially invoked on the entry basic block of the program entry routine. The argument to the procedure is a context data structure that maintains the state for each tracked memory object. Within the procedure, each instruction in the basic block is traversed. The key points of the algorithm can be summarized as follows:

Algorithm 3: Algorithm for Interprocedural Constant Propagation

```
Function processCallInst(callInst, context)
    if callee is externally defined then
        foreach argument in callInst do
            checkSideEffects(argument, context);
        end
    else
        runOnBasicBlock(callee -> entryBlock, context);
    end
Function processBranchInst(branchInst)
    foreach successor block in branchInst do
        newContext = mergePredecessorContext();
        runOnBasicBlock(successor, newContext);
    end
Function runOnBasicBlock(basicBlock, context)
    i = first instruction in basicBlock;
    repeat
        if i is an allocation then
            objectContext ← createObjectContext(i);
            addToContext(objectContext, context);
        end
        if i is a store instruction then
            if constant value store then
                updateMemContext(operand, source, context);
            else
                markNonConstant(operand, context);
            end
        end
        if i is a load instruction then
            if operand is constant in context then
                replaceLoadWithConstant(i, context);
            end
        end
        if i is a call instruction then
            processCallInst(i);
        end
        if i is a branch instruction then
            processBranchInst(i);
        end
        i ← getNextSuccessorInst(i);
        until i is the last instruction;
        markVisited(basicBlock);
```
Figure 3a: The example code invokes routines that are conditional on the configuration settings. The data structure config is populated with the configuration values.

```c
void parse_input(int argc, char *argv[], struct Config *config){
    config->enable_plugins = false;
    config->enable_debug = false;
}

void start_process(struct Config *config){
    if(config->enable_plugins)
        load_plugins(); // conditional invocation
    if(config->enable_debug)
        print_debug(); // conditional invocation
    start_main_process(config);
}

void main(int argc, char *argv[]){
    struct Config* config = malloc(sizeof(struct Config));
    parse_input(argc, argv, config);
    start_process(config);
}
```

conditions, thereby eliminating dead code. Figure 3b shows the corresponding transformed program after applying our constant propagation transform followed by the standard LLVM optimizations. The calls to routines load_plugins and print_debug are pruned as a result of the optimizations.

3.4 Soundness of Transformations

TRIMMER provides propagation of configuration values through a combination of sequentially executed passes: input specialization, loop unrolling, and constant propagation, while allowing existing LLVM analyses to prune provably unused code in light of the introduced constants. To preserve program semantics, our transformations must prevent any incorrect constant folding (replacing a non-constant expression with a constant value). Incorrect constant folding may also potentially lead to unsound dead code elimination (eliminating functions/branches that may be invoked).

To ensure the correctness of constant folding, we make conservative assumptions regarding memory side effects. While these assumptions limit the precision of our analysis, they ensure that the transformations are sound. We discuss scenarios that present threats to the validity of our transformations and the assumptions necessary to preserve soundness.

**Input Specialization**: In the input specialization transform, we replace occurrences of the program input arguments (argv references) with corresponding constant values provided in the manifest file. Input specialization is a sound and incomplete transformation to specialize programs under the assumption that command line arguments are not dynamically modified in the program. Dynamically configurable software uses other means such as sockets or files to reconfigure (e.g., HUP signal is commonly used in Unix programs to re-read the configuration file) [45]. In practice, dynamic reconfigurability is uncommon, and hence input specialization can be correctly applied in the context of most programs.

Notably, we do not eliminate the command line arguments but only eliminate their references. The arguments are still present and loaded in memory. There can be pointers to argv that we cannot track due to imprecise pointer analysis but those pointers will still read the correct arguments (maintaining soundness) and these references will not be converted to constants (limiting completeness). Since only references that are guaranteed to point to arguments are replaced, other variables are not impacted. Similarly, in the constant folding transform, only the references to statically-proven constant variables are replaced, thereby not impacting variables with dynamic values.

**External Function Calls**: For external function calls with unknown semantics, we make conservative assumptions regarding the memory side effects. Notably, a) each call argument that is not a read-only function parameter is assumed to be modified, and the corresponding context is marked as non-constant, and b) we assume arbitrary global memory side effects, marking all program globals as non-constant.

For standard library interfaces (e.g., libc calls) with predefined standard semantics, the transformations can more precisely reason about memory side effects. To allow the tool to analyze the library calls, the users can provide a) paths to library modules (as part of the input manifest file), or b) statically link the libraries with the application modules (eliminating external calls).

**Indirect Calls**: Since our current framework does not include support for devirtualizing indirect function calls, it makes conservative assumptions for memory side effects. Specifically, arguments passed to indirect function calls are conservatively assumed to be modified and marked non-constant. Moreover, since the targets of indirect calls cannot be precisely determined, we conservatively mark all program globals as non-constant. These conservative assumptions can limit the precision of constant propagation in scenarios where the configuration variables are globals. While an incomplete call-graph negatively impacts the precision of our analysis, it does not render it unsound. Since indirectly called functions have their addresses taken, the dead code elimination transforms in LLVM do not prune these functions.

4 EVALUATION

Our evaluation seeks to answer the following questions: (1) Does TRIMMER effectively reduce code bloat for real-world programs? (2) Does TRIMMER reduce the attack surface for code-reuse attacks? (3) What are the performance implications of specialization? (4) Are the analysis overheads reasonable?

4.1 Experimental Setup

To evaluate the effectiveness of our tool, we include four compilation pipelines.

- **Baseline**: The Baseline pipeline includes programs compiled with the standard compiler optimizations. Specifically, we compile applications at the -O2 level of optimization.
4.2 Applications

For our experimental evaluation, we include 13 commonly used Linux applications. The program descriptions are detailed in Table 1. We selected a diverse set of programs including networking tools (knockd, httping, netperf, netstat, aircrack-ng, airtun-ng), popular Linux tools for data transfer, compression, profiling, and caching (curl, bzip2, gprof, memcached), commonly used Linux utilities (objdump, readelf), and an SMT solver (Yices). Overall, we select (curl, bzip2, gprof, memcached), commonly used Linux utilities that provide certain core functionality, and the auxiliary features multiple use cases. The first scenario is useful with applications or ii) represent a common use case for an application that supports functionality of the application while leaving out the auxiliary features, of static program arguments is driven by two common scenarios.

The second pipeline, referred to as PE, models the workflow of an LLVM-based partial evaluation tool OCCAM [40]. While OCCAM uses a similar approach of specializing applications for static arguments, it does not include the loop unrolling and constant propagation transforms for effectively propagating the static configuration. Our results show the lack of these transforms leads to missed opportunities for code debloating.

The TRIMMER compilation pipeline represents the workflow of our debloating tool TRIMMER illustrated in Figure 1. In addition to our proposed transforms, we apply the standard LLVM optimizations included in the -O2 optimization level.

Autotuning leveraging heuristic search space exploration to identify configurations that maximize a given objective. The configurations contain parameters and settings that impact the target objective. OpenTuner [4] is a popular tool that provides an extensible framework for autotuning by allowing users to specify the search space and the particular objective to optimize. For our experiments, we used OpenTuner to search for compiler pass sequences that optimize the binary size. Applying OpenTuner to a specialized program is useful since it allows for discovering optimal compiler pass sequences that better exploit the program constants. For this reference pipeline, we replace the -O2 optimization level with an autotuned compiler pass sequence extracted by OpenTuner (on a per-program basis).

4.3 Reducing Code Bloat

In this section, we evaluate the code size reductions achieved by using TRIMMER to specialize applications for a set of constant program arguments. Figure 4 shows the code size reductions for the included applications across the four reference compilation pipelines. Now we describe the use cases of specializing programs for static configurations. Due to space constraints, we detail a subset of specialization scenarios:

knockd is a popular port-knock tool used in Linux servers [39]. knockd listens to all traffic on an Ethernet (or PPP) interface, looking for special "knock" sequences of port-hits. A client makes these port-hits by sending a TCP (or UDP) packet to a port on the server. We specialized knockd for the more commonly used Ethernet interface (also the default), which resulted in slimming the binary by 23.8%. The code size reduction is achieved by removing the support for the PPP interface.

memcached is a popular key-value distributed memory object caching system. It is used extensively for caching results of database queries and API calls [29]. We specialized memcached for two essential arguments: max memory (-m) and the IP address to bind to (-I). Since the values corresponding to the max memory and IP address flags are specified as dynamic values ("__" symbols), these values can still be provided as arguments to the specialized binary. For this configuration, we observe a reduction of 14%. The reduction is achieved by debloating support for auxiliary features such as knobs that tune verbosity levels, page sizes, and data item sizes.

netperf is a benchmark tool used to determine the maximum latency and throughput between two endpoints [9, 11]. netperf provides support for a range of network tests for protocols including TCP and UDP. We specialize netperf for commonly used arguments including: IP of the remote end point (-H), name of network test (-t), intervals for displaying interim results (-D), and length of the test (-l). The values for these flags are passed as runtime values to the specialized binary. Therefore, the specialized binary still supports all included network tests while debloating auxiliary functionality including output formatting, debug output, and IPv6 connections among others. Specialization for this configuration provides a size reduction of 22.1%. Larger size reductions are achievable by specializing netperf for one particular network test. For instance, merely including support for the default "TCP_STREAM" test yields a reduction of 38.1%. For 11 network tests included with netperf, debloating auxiliary functionality provides a size reduction of 54.8%.

curl is a tool commonly used for transferring data. It is extensively used in cars, television sets, routers, printers, audio equipment, mobile phones, and media players among other software applications [50]. curl includes support for multiple protocols including HTTP, FTP, SMTP, IMAP, and LDAP among others. curl is a feature-rich program with more than 120 command-line options for various tasks and knobs including proxy connections, FTP operations, progress bars, rate limiting, and IPv6 addressing among others. While curl is used in a variety of different ways, it is...
Table 1: Descriptions of the studied applications. The static arguments used for specialization are included. The “...” symbols indicate non-constant arguments that can be specified at runtime.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Binary Size</th>
<th>Static Arguments</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>knockd</td>
<td>47 KB</td>
<td>-i eth0</td>
<td>Listens to traffic on a specified network interface, looking for sequences of port hits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>netping</td>
<td>44 KB</td>
<td>-t -s -X -b -B</td>
<td>Measures latency and throughput for a given webserver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>netperf</td>
<td>162 KB</td>
<td>-H -I -D -I</td>
<td>Benchmark for measuring various aspects of network performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aircrack-ng</td>
<td>113 KB</td>
<td>-b -a wpas -w dictionary.lst</td>
<td>Used to assess WiFi network security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>autom ugl</td>
<td>88 KB</td>
<td>-a -w</td>
<td>Creates a virtual tunnel interface to monitor encrypted network traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bzip2</td>
<td>31 KB</td>
<td>-force -keep -quiet -small</td>
<td>Popular compression tool used on major Linux distributions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objdump</td>
<td>1.9 MB</td>
<td>-D -sym -s -w</td>
<td>Displays information from object files. Options control the information displayed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>readelf</td>
<td>524 KB</td>
<td>-h -l -S -r -d</td>
<td>Displays information about ELF files. The options control the information displayed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gprof</td>
<td>894 KB</td>
<td>-c -r -i -s</td>
<td>Profiles program execution and collects program statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memcached</td>
<td>100 KB</td>
<td>-m -l -i</td>
<td>An in-memory key-value store for small chunks of arbitrary data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>netstat</td>
<td>117 KB</td>
<td>-e -p -s</td>
<td>Prints network connections, routing tables, interface statistics, multicast memberships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curl</td>
<td>279 KB</td>
<td>-compress -http2.0 -ipv4 -ssl -url</td>
<td>Transfers data from or to a server, using one of the supported protocols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yices</td>
<td>1.6 MB</td>
<td>-logic=QF_AUFBV</td>
<td>SMT Solver with support for arithmetic, array, bitvector, and uninterpreted functions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

unlikely a deployment scenario would require all the shipped functionality. In such cases, specialization can be leveraged to remove the undesired features. We specialized curl for the common usage scenario of reading data over an HTTPS connection given a target URL (curl-1 in Figure 4). This particular curl configuration is commonly used for reading RSS feeds and provides a 75.4% binary size reduction. Similarly, specializing curl as an SMTP client for sending emails (curl-2) reduces the binary size by 71.8%. These reductions are achieved by debloating protocols and features that were not required in the corresponding configurations. Since usage scenarios will vary across deployments, users can define static configurations that best represent their use cases.

Yices [21] is an SMT solver that includes support for four theories including: linear and non-linear arithmetic, theory of arrays, bitvector theory, and theory of uninterpreted functions. SMT solvers are used in a range of different application domains including hardware verification [15, 47], symbolic execution [13, 38], and bounded model checking (BMC) [8] among others. We specialized Yices for 3 different combinations of theory solvers to generate versions specialized for a particular problem domain. Since hardware verification usually requires SMT solvers with support for the bitvector theory [27], we specialized Yices for this configuration (yices-1 in Figure 4) yielding a 10.2% reduction in code size. Similarly, symbolic execution and test generation require support for the theory of bitvector and arrays [12, 22]. Specializing Yices for this configuration (yices-2) yielded a 7.7% reduction in binary size. Bounded model checking and k-induction for timed systems merely require support for linear real arithmetic [31]. Specializing Yices for the linear arithmetic solver (yices-3) resulted in a 24.1% size reduction.

**Results Summary:** As in the aforementioned use cases, the rest of the applications have been specialized with static configurations that represent realistic use cases. For the 13 programs studied, we observe a mean binary size reduction of 21.1% compared to the baseline. For all programs, partial evaluation (PE) using the OCCAM tool does not provide binary size reduction. Since OCCAM does not include the necessary simplifying transforms of improved loop unrolling and constant propagation, it misses opportunities for debloating code.

We leverage autotuning techniques to search for combinations of optimizations that reduce code size. In comparison to applying the standard -O2 optimization pipeline, autotuning the specialized application provides an additional 4.3% size reduction (25.4% overall) on average. These results show an optimized compiler pass sequence can better exploit the constants introduced as part of specialization.

### 4.4 Reducing the Attack Surface

We assess the implications of specialization on reducing code reuse attacks. A code reuse attack is more powerful compared to code injection attacks since it leverages existing code snippets (called gadgets) in the executable as the attack payload [46]. These attacks require subverting the programs’ control flow by exploiting vulnerabilities such as buffer overflows [3], integer overflows [42], or format string vulnerabilities [37]. Gadgets are small code sequences that usually end with a RET or JMP instruction. This allows attackers to chain pointers to the gadgets on the stack, thereby constructing a malicious payload. However, to conduct a code reuse attack, an attacker must have knowledge of the gadget locations in the executable [32]. Prior work has focused on diversification techniques that limit the attacker to a small subset of these predictable targets, thus rendering the attacks infeasible. Some of these techniques include NOP insertion and instruction location randomization (ILR) [25, 26].

![Figure 4: Comparing binary sizes across the four reference compilation pipelines. The reductions are shown relative to the Baseline.](image-url)
Our results with Trimmer show that specialization can reduce the number of exploitable gadgets as well as relocate the gadget locations, thus diversifying the binary. While we do not claim specialization serves as a standalone defense mechanism, we show it can significantly reduce the attack surface. Table 2 shows the results of our gadget analysis. For our experiments, we used ROP-gadget [44], a popular tool for finding gadgets in program binaries. The Gadgets Baseline column includes the total number of gadgets in the original binary compiled with the baseline. The Gadgets Trimmer column includes the number of gadgets in the binary after applying specialization using Trimmer. For all applications, we observe noticeable reductions in the total gadget count. Across all programs, we observe a mean reduction of 20.1% and a maximum reduction of 87% (for curl). We also measure the system call gadgets across the original and specialized binaries. To carry out useful tasks, attackers often need to exploit system calls [10]. Hence most ROP attacks set up the stack to execute short sequences of gadgets before a system call is issued [19]. The gadgets executed prior to the system call gadget allow for setting up the stack with the intended arguments, thus allowing an attacker to execute an operation of interest. Our results indicate for 7 out of the 8 programs that contain system call gadgets, the gadgets are reduced. For 4 of these programs, the system call gadgets are completely removed, therefore creating binaries that are not susceptible to ROP attacks that leverage system calls. Notably, specializing curl for both configurations (described in the previous section) eliminated all 11 system call gadgets in the baseline binary. For 3 programs, we observe a slight increase (of 1) in system call gadgets. Although specialization may potentially introduce new gadgets, we observe that debloating unused features mostly reduces gadgets.

Specializing applications for specific configurations allows for diversifying the program, making it harder for attackers to gain insights about the gadget locations. To measure diversification, we count the number of functionally equivalent gadgets at the same byte location in the baseline and specialized binaries. We call these surviving gadgets, consistent with prior work in code diversification [26]. Notably, across all programs, the surviving gadgets are reduced to 0, showing that instruction sequences are sufficiently modified by our transforms. The benefits of diversification are enhanced if an application can be specialized for a range of different configurations and each specialized binary is sufficiently dissimilar from the other. To evaluate this, we specialized the Yices SMT solver for different combinations of theory solvers. For all 12 possible configurations of Yices, we generated a specialized binary for each configuration and did a pair-wise comparison of common gadgets (functionally equivalent gadgets at the same byte location) across the binaries. The highest gadget overlap across any two binaries is only 4.2%. Moreover, none of the 12 specialized binaries has any common gadgets with the baseline binary. Similarly, comparing the specialized binaries corresponding to 5 different configurations of curl, the highest gadget overlap is only 3% and none of the specialized binaries has any common gadgets with the baseline binary.

Compared to existing diversification and enforcement-based mechanisms, specialization provides a major advantage by incurring no performance overhead and reducing space overhead. Techniques such as CFI, ILR, NOP insertion all have negative implications for code size and performance [1, 25, 26, 53]. Overall, Trimmer can provide a useful diversification mechanism for applications that can be specialized based on their deployment settings. Diversification via specialization can be used in conjunction with enforcement-based mechanisms such as CFI to provide stronger security guarantees.

Table 2: “Gadgets Baseline” refers to the total gadgets in the original binary, while “Gadgets Trimmer” refers to the gadgets remaining in the specialized binary (applying Trimmer). “Syscall Gadgets” is the number of system call gadgets in the original binary, while “Syscall Gadgets Trimmer” refers to gadgets remaining in the specialized binary. Reduction (%) shows the percentage reduction in the total gadgets after specialization.

4.5 Performance Impact

To understand the performance impact of application specialization, we measured the execution time of each program over ten runs, comparing the original and specialized binaries. For gprof, curl, and netperf, we measured noticeable performance improvements of 4.8%, 4.6%, and 13%, respectively. For the remaining programs, we observe less than 1% improvement. Measuring the dynamic instructions shows specialization improves performance when the instructions executed on the hot path of execution are reduced. In other instances, although debloating reduces the static instructions, it does not significantly reduce the instructions executed on the hot path. Prior work has shown autotuning compiler transforms for parallelizing compilers can yield significant performance improvements [5, 51]. However, since our autotuning search is tuned for minimizing code size, we do not observe noticeable performance differences compared with the -O2 pipeline.

4.6 Analysis Time

We evaluated the time usage of our tool on a Linux workstation with an Intel Core i5-3380M CPU running at 2.9 GHz. We compiled our LLVM transforms with Clang at the -O2 level of optimization. Figure 5 shows the percentage breakdown of the individual transform overheads. Loop Unroll denotes the overhead for the loop unrolling transform, Const Prop shows the overhead for the constant propagation transform, and O2 denotes the overhead of running the
These overheads indicate it may be feasible to incorporate more partial evaluation techniques for specializing the network stack in optimizing the full software stack [6, 41]. Bhatia et al. [6] applied programs. As part of future work, we hope to investigate how to believe they need to be extended to work effectively with real-world applications spanning various domains, we observed a mean binary size reduction of 21% and a maximum reduction of 75%. We also showed specialization can serve as a mechanism for introducing software diversity and can reduce the number of exploitable gadgets. For the evaluated programs, we observe a 20% mean reduction in the total gadgets and a maximum reduction of 87%. We believe our tool is an important step towards the goal of specializing the full software stack.

5 RELATED WORK

Program specialization has been the topic of both earlier and recent research efforts. Our tool builds on previously published work in the area of specialization. We see our work fitting in the broad scope of these efforts, with a specific motivation for code debloating.

Malecha et al. [40] presented a partial evaluation toolchain for specializing whole programs. While their tool includes transforms for specializing programs with respect to the predefined static user input, it entirely relies on the standard LLVM optimizations for providing the necessary code simplification. In our work, we observe these techniques are inadequate for providing effective specialization. Instead of relying on heroic compiler analysis, we develop transforms that improve constant propagation.

Smowton et al. [48] proposed a framework that propagates constant data from the file system into the program. These techniques are particularly relevant for programs that read static configuration files. While these techniques present interesting solutions, we believe they need to be extended to work effectively with real-world programs. As part of future work, we hope to investigate how to integrate file-based specialization as part of our framework.

Specialization has also been envisioned in the broader context of optimizing the full software stack [6, 41]. Bhatia et al. [6] applied partial evaluation techniques for specializing the network stack in operating system kernels. The approach applied is semi-automatic as it requires the user to provide declarative annotations for specifying program invariants. We believe this process can be fully automated and thereby made more practical, by extending our tool with the necessary techniques for handling OS-specific constructs.

Debloating application containers such as those provided by Docker has been the topic of recent work [43]. Rastogi et al. employ an approach based on dynamic analysis for automatically partitioning containers to provide better privilege separation across different applications. In particular, dynamic analysis is leveraged to identify the resource dependencies of applications thereby guiding the partitioning process. However, their tool only partitions containers at the granularity of individual executables and does not partition executables. TRIMMER uses static analysis techniques to debloat functionality at finer granularity.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

TRIMMER provides an important step in making specialization practical for real-world programs. In this section, we point out some limitations of our tool and discuss directions for future research.

Operating system stacks often contain low-level assembly code to implement the architecture-specific operations. To specialize the full software stack, compiler transforms must either have the capability to analyze assembly code or rely on the translation of assembly code to the compiler IR [20]. As part of future work, we intend to extend TRIMMER with analyses that can reason about assembly code. Moreover, systems code and applications often include indirect function calls that can limit the capabilities of static analysis [30]. In the presence of indirect function calls, our constant propagation transform makes conservative assumptions about memory side effects. In future research, we hope to include analyses for devirtualizing indirect function calls, thereby facilitating more precise constant propagation. Currently, our tool specializes applications for static program arguments. To support applications that read configuration files, we intend to build transformations for specializing file I/O operations.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced TRIMMER, an application specialization tool that debloats unused functionality by specializing programs for user-defined configurations. Our results demonstrate our tool effectively optimizes binary sizes for real-world programs. For applications spanning various domains, we observed a mean binary size reduction of 21% and a maximum reduction of 75%. We also showed specialization can serve as a mechanism for introducing software diversity and can reduce the number of exploitable gadgets. For the evaluated programs, we observe a 20% mean reduction in the total gadgets and a maximum reduction of 87%. We believe our tool is an important step towards the goal of specializing the full software stack.
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